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United States foreIgn policy objectives in ASIa
became the focus of a crisis in 1953-1954.

DU1-ing this

period the adminstration of Dwight D. Eisenhower became
increasingly Involved
Indochina.

in the conduct of the war

Supporting the French,

In

the Eisenhower

adminstration sought to defeat the communist-inspired
VIet MInh,

and thereby pI-event the expansion of Soviet-

led communism into yet another part of Asia.
problems developed

Several

in the pursuit of this goal.

The

Frenrh, on whom the admlnstration relied to defend
Indochina showed an increasing reluctance to continue the
war.

and

indeed pressed tor negotiations to settle the

conflict.
French,

The United States,

was as a result forced

at Geneva,

in May 1954.

lacking

leverage upon the

to accept the negotiations

The subsequent defeat of French

armed forces at Dien Bien Phu, shortly after the begin
ning of the negotiations, essentially sealed the fate of
the French in Indochina.
vene militarily,

Unwilling themselves to inter

the Eisenhower administration thus found

itself in a difficult situation.

United States foreign

policy was adamantly opposed to communist expansion, but
it appeared that the likely result of the Geneva
Conference would be the establIshment of a communist
state.

The Americans thus refused to associate them

selves with the settlement at Geneva, and subsequently
paved the way for future American intervention.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

The American involvement in the Indochina problems
of 1953-1954 came about as the result of a series of
conflicting policy goals.

The ambiguity of American

policy was notable not during this critical period
alone.

Rather, since the Franklin D. Roosevelt adminis

tration, American officials had often displayed uncertain
ty regarding their intentions.

Policy under President

Harry S. Truman shifted to an anti-communist slant as
part of the overall American policy.

However, the

earlier Roosevelt concern about colonialism remained a
strong part of American policy.

Thus the Truman adminis

tration could not clearly define its goals regarding
Indochina.

This problem continued into the Dwight D.

Eisenhower administration and proved to be a crippling
problem in the American efforts to resolve the Indochina
conflict.
The administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt faced a
particularly difficult dilemma with the Indochina
problem as it then related to World War II.

In July,

1941, prior to the United States's entrance into the war,
Roosevelt sent a stern warning to the Vichy government of
1

France.

Regarding the anticipated treaty between Vichy

and Japan, this message warned the French that depending
upon the outcome of the war in the Pacific, either the
Japanese or the United States would seize Indochina.
Much of this message was based on Roosevelt's personal
feeling regarding French rule in Indochina.

Roosevelt

was resolved to end colonialism in general, and he parti
cularly disliked the French administration of Indochina,
in his view a classic example of colonial misrule.
Roosevelt was thus determined that France should never
have its colonies returned after the war.

(1)

Despite this apparent anti-colonial tendency, by
1945 Roosevelt had considerably shifted his stance to a
wait-and-see-after-the-war attitude.

Roosevelt still

retained his distaste for colonialism, but his views
had been tempered by the needs of war.

In order to

placate the French as an ally, the Americans had assured
the French that their pre-war possessions would indeed be
returned after the war.

The result for the Americans was

the beginning of an uncertain policy.

The Americans both

supported national self-determination, with independence
for colonial possessions, and also supported the return
of these colonies to their pre-war masters.

(2)

The death of Roosevelt did not clear up these
matters.

Harry S. Truman, the new President, did prompt

ly assure the French that the Americans had never
questioned "even by implication, French sovereignty over
2

Indo-China." (3)

But the Americans still also maintained

a concern about the need to end colonialism.

However,

the degree of importance of this issue had declined, the
result of a shift in the American perception of the world
situation.
The Truman administration had become particularly
concerned about the threat of communist expansion by the
Soviet Union in the post-war period, especially in
Europe.

The prospects of Soviet military might overrun

ning all of Europe had led the Americans into a confron
tation with the Soviets.

The policy pursued by the

Truman administration, labeled "containment," required
the development of sufficient military force to offset
that of the Soviet Union.

As the area of this confron

tation was in Europe, it was extremely difficult for the
Americans alone to face the Soviet menace.

Thus the

Americans placed a greater emphasis upon the role of the
western European nations to maintain their own military
forces.

France was an essential ally in this scheme.

As

a result, the Americans were reluctant to agitate the
French on Asian matters, lest European policy suffer.(4)
That the French by 1946 were involved in combat
against the communist-inspired Viet Minh also had little
immediate impact upon American policy toward Indochina.
Up to 1950, the Americans maintained a basically neutral
policy toward the conflict.

The Americans encouraged the

French to provide greater independence to the Indochinese
3

but did not actively press for such reforms.

Indeed, the

Americans slowly showed signs of supporting French
programs, and especially were favorable to the idea of
installing the Emperor Bao Dai as Vietnam's chief of
state.

(5)

The major turning point in American policy in
Indochina came in 1949.

The communist takeover of China,

bordering Indochina on the north, caused are-evaluation
of American policy towards Asia which had a direct
effect on American policy for Indochina.

In 1950 the

Truman administration both recognized the Bao Dai regime
and also began operations to supply the French war
against the Viet Minh.
was great:

The importance of these decisions

the United States became committed to a

containment policy in Asia, much like that in Europe.
Through the French, the Americans sought to defeat
communist threats and to establish a viable democratic
society in Indochina.

The Americans, therefore, became

more deeply embroiled in events in Indochina, though they
were unable, and possibly unwilling, to influence those
events.

(6)

Truman had approved those actions that brought
greater American involvement in Indochina, but little
of substance developed in the war as a result.

Though

the Americans were increasingly supporting the war
financially and materially, the influence of the
Americans had not itself increased.
4

American aid had

simply led to a stalemate in the situation; neither the
French nor the Viet Minh held a superior position, but
the Viet Minh held the initiative in action.

The global

situation seemed similar: neither the United States nor
the Soviet Union was militarily superior, but the
Americans seemed able only to respond to Soviet
initiatives.
It was this policy of containment, then, that became
the focus of American discontent, and became an issue in
the Presidential election of 1952.

The Republican

candidate, Dwight D. Eisenhower, asserted that the
containment policy endangered the security of the United
States:

"America's great insecurity • • • [was] the

result of 'tragic blunders' that Roosevelt and Truman had
committed at the Teheran, Yalta, and Potsdam conferences
with the Russians."

(7)

He further asserted that these

conferences had become the basis of postwar
the Soviet Union.

e~pansion

by

And, Eisenhower's campaign stated,

containment was a negative policy, able only to respond
to Soviet initiatives, and thereby robbing the United
States of taking complete global leadership.

But

possibly worse was that the containment policy sought
only to maintain the status quo, a defensive policy that
might well result in bankrupting the country.

(8)

In contrast to containment, the Eisenhower campaign,
specifically John Foster Dulles--destined to be
5

Eisenhower's Secretary of State--sought to implement a
new, aggressive policy.

Dulles called for the formul

ation of a policy that would eliminate entirely the
Soviet menace, and would accomplish this goal at less
cost.

As the Eisenhower campaign presented it, the

Soviet goal was to destroy the United States by forcing
it to spend ever greater amounts for defense;

it was thus

necessary to reduce foreign aid and military spending.
These promises presented the American people with a
perfect solution to their domestic and foreign policy
problems.
price.

Now security was possible, and at a reduced

(9)

Though these promises brought victory at the polls,
bringing Eisenhower into office, they were to prove more
difficult to implement.

The Eisenhower administration

did indeed pursue those actions it had promised.
immediate attention to the Korean War.

It gave

By ending that

conflict the administration could reduce the size of the
standing army, and achieve an immediate savings in the
defense budget.

In the place of a large standing army,

the administration relied on strategic air power-
"Massive Retaliation"--as the deterrent to Soviet aggres
sion.

This concept envisioned the use of nuclear weapons

by the United States directly against the Soviets in
response to any communist-inspired activity.

Thus,

regardless of the size and type of provocation, the

6

Americans were committed to nuclear retaliation against
the Soviet Union.

(10)

In regard to the situation in Indochina,
would prove a major mistake.

this stance

By placing an emphasis in

air power, the Americans had limited their ability to
respond to the unique problems posed by the war in
Indochina.

Unable, and as will be seen, unwilling, to

intervene militarily in the conflict, the Americans
-1 '

would be forced into a situation not of their choosing.
Indochina would show immediately their lack of resolve to
carry out the threats implied by "Massive Retaliation."

.j
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CHAPTER TWO:
A FAILING POLICY

In early 1953 the situation in Indochina became of
greater concern to the United States.

The Eisenhower

administration viewed the area as a major test of west
ern resolve to halt communism.

Should the Viet Minh

defeat the French, the Eisenhower administration
believed, it would lead to greater communist gains
throughout Southeast Asia, and possibly tip the global
balance in favor of the communist bloc, led by the
Soviet Union.

The United States had to do as much as

possible to prevent this.

However, American efforts to

prevent a communist victory brought the United States
into conflict with its ally, France.
Early 1953 found the military situation in Indo
china at a stalemate between the French Union forces
and the Viet Minh.

Tonkin,

in northern Vietnam, had

become the major theater of operations in the war,
though the Viet Minh had begun to expand their oper
ations into Laos.

In most aspects it appeared that the

French Union forces were superior; in numbers, mobility,
and firepower they had the advantage.

Yet it was the

Viet Minh who held the initiative, forcing the French
9

into a defensive posture, widely dispersed to hold
important areas.

A second reason for the deterioration

of the French military situation, as seen by the United
States, was the lack of an aggressive French plan of
action.

American officials hoped for a plan from the

French that, according to a March 24, 1953, Discussion
Paper, "would specify the military capabilities and
actions required to achieve our objective--the defeat of
the regular Viet Minh divisions in Tonkin."

The

inability of the French to develop a plan to defeat the
Viet Minh was developing into a major issue between the
United States and France, especially given the steadily
increasing amounts of financial and material aid supplied
by the United States to France to continue the war.
the Eisenhower administration,

To

it appeared that the war

was being pursued too timidly and that a suitable plan of
operations could reverse the French situation.(1)
But the Eisenhower administration recognized that it
was not only poor military judgement by the French that
was holding back progress.

The failure of the French to

provide the foundation for a strong national government
in Indochina was also to blame.

Since 1946 the French

repeatedly had assured the peoples of the Indochinese
Associated States (Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos> that
independence was to be granted and indeed had effected a
series of agreements promising to "perfect" this independ
ence.

As of 1953, however, only limited progress had
10

been made.

The Emperor Bao Dai was recognized as Chief

of State in Vietnam and had begun to form a government.
But the strength of the Vietnamese government, dependent
as it was on the French military to maintain its control,
was limited.

The Eisenhower administration considered

this dependence a serious weakness and an important
issue.

(2)

Yet the French deferred any actions that might have
improved the position of the Vietnamese government.
Specifically, the French resisted the development of a
;

strong, autonomous Vietnamese army.

To the Vietnamese

people, this was cause to doubt the sincerity of French
promises of independence.

In United States regional

studies (an ongoing series of reports by the National
Security Council that considered probable events in a
given area--here concerned with Indochina), the failure
to develop the Vietnamese Army would offset any other
gains made by increasing the role of the Vietnamese
government.

(3)

The United States and France, while seeking the same
basic goal, differed as to how to attain it.

The

Americans were dedicated to the establishment of non
communist nations in the region.

Accordingly, much of

United States policy was directed toward building up the
governments in the region into strong democracies.

The

French, though professing this same intent, were more
interested in maintaining their preeminent position in
11

Indochina, at the cost of strengthening the native govern
ments.

The difference between the United States and

France on this issue became the center of United States
French relations throughout 1953 and 1954.(4)
American objectives in Indochina were determined by
both regional and global considerations.

The communist

threat was not just to Indochina, though of itself that
would be serious.

The concept accepted in the United

States, the "Domino Theory," regarded the communist
aggression in Indochina as part of a pattern that could
be stopped only by immediate and forceful action by the
Western Powers.

Communist success in Indochina would

threaten the entire region, from India on the west to
Australia on the south and Japan in the northeast.
Failure to stop the communists would lead not only to the
loss of several countries outright but also to the
general loss of western influence in the region.

Success

ful communist aggression would cause those contries not
directly under communist domination at least to align
with the major communist powers, the Soviet Union and the
Peoples Republic of China.(5)
American perceptions of monolithic communism led to
the conclusion that the war in Indochina was but a part
of communist aggression.

It required immediate concerted

action by the western allies.

A June 1952 United States

France-Associated States Communique called for all "free
countries concerned •

. to assume primary responsiblity
12

for resistance in specific areas where communism has
resorted to force of arms.

Thus •

• France has the

primary role in Indochina." (6)
French perogatives in Indochina posed a problem for
the United States.

Since the Associated States of Indo

china were still closely bound to France, American
officials were unable to establish direct relations with
the individual states, as might have been possible if
France had not been involved.

In particular, American

desires for the "perfection" of Indochinese independence
ran afoul of French designs.

It was not that France

refused outright to turn over control of the area to the
native people; France just appeared to be too slow in
carrying out its promises.

American officials were

disappointed continually by French plans that were not
far-reaching enough and particularly by what Secretary of
State Dulles considered the "slowness of the time
table."

An example of this was the July 3, 1954,

declaration by the French Premier Joseph Laniel that all
remaining government functions still under French control
were to be turned over to the respective Indochinese
nations.

Notably, no final date for transfer was given.

Yet because the French considered Indochina to be an
internal affair, the United States could do little.(7)
American relations with France went beyond just Indo
china and Asia.

It was here that the United States's

regional policy again became interlocked with its global
13

concerns.

France was inportant to American designs to

contain communism world-wide, not simply in Indochina.
The European Defense Community (EDC> had become the key
to the containment policy in western Europe.

The EDC

planned the rearming of Germany as part of a six-nation,
integrated army.

French membership was considered a

desirable counter-weight to German forces.

The impor

tance of the EDC put American officials in a precarious
position regarding France •
.1

France did not consider the Soviet Union the menace
the Americans did.

But France did fear an armed Germany

and was reluctant to approve German rearmament.

American

officials thus were caught between two objectives.

Any

antagonism regarding Indochina could result in French
rejection of the EDC.

Some officials did advocate

linking American aid for Indochina to French ratification
of the EDC.

Opposition to this position was based upon

the reality of the war in Indochina.

Dulles cited his

concern that the "French would quit if the United States
stopped aid, for many French had lost interest in Indo
china as soon as [they] had to promise independence." (8)
In addition Assistant Secretary of State John M. Allison
noted that:
The hot war now being fought in Indochina is at
a critical stage • • . We run the risk of serious
adverse developments in both the political and
military fields with a possible threat to our whole
position in Southeast Asia.
We cannot afford to
risk the loss of momentum in Indochina at this point
14

by tying the intensification of the actual military
effort there to the problem of a German contribution
to the eventual defense of Western Europe--against a
possible Soviet aggression.
Nor do I believe we should subject our Viet
namese, Laotian, and Cambodian friends to the dis
couragement
• • . that our support • • • of the
struggle • . • is to be deprived of essential free
world support pending the adoption by France of a
particular defense formula in Western Europe. (9)
American policy makers were in a quandary.

80th the EDC

and Indochina were important, but it seemed that only one
could be attained, for France was the link in both.

This

forced the Americans to press France to ratify the EDC
and at the same time to maintain its efforts in Indo
china.

It was an overriding concern of the Americans

that France should not link one goal to the other.

(10)

The major objective of the United States regarding
Indochina was to maintain the French presence there.
Throughout the Korean War the United States also had
e~tended

aid to France for the war in Indochina.

aid had begun in May, 1950,

This

in response to an urgent

French request for military and economic assistance.
had been continued and had increased annually.

It

Yet, as

of Eisenhower's inauguration, no substantial progress had
been made toward winning the war.

And despite the large

amount of aid from the United States, according to a
Department of State report to the National Security
Council, the cost of the war was damaging to the French
domestic and foreign policy:
This constant drain on French resources has had
damaging effects on her domestic and foreign policy:
15

a. The costs of [the Indochina] war, on top on
those of rearming within NATO, have been a major
factor in the French budgetary deficits, the atten
dent inflation, and the resulting financial
instability.
United States assistance while
substantial has not been able to prevent these
consequences.
b.
The apparently endless commitment in Indo
china has been a major cause of hesitation and
vacillation in French policy toward EDC and German
rearmament.
Uncertain whether she could maintain
military equality with Germany while carrying the
military and financial load of Indochina, France has
sought to delay and postpone EDC • • • • (11)
By August, 1953, the United States faced the pros
pect of French withdrawal if American aid did not
continue to finance a large part of the war.

It appeared

that the Laniel government might be the last French
government to continue the war.

The United States

officials saw no alternative but to increase aid on the
condition of a French plan finally to defeat the Viet
Minh.

In connection with this, American policy towards

Indochina was adamantly opposed to negotiations by France
with the Viet Minh to end the war.

The reason for this

was that unlike Korea, where the United Nations

forces

had "held the line", in Indochina France had yet to
establish political and military supremacy.

Thus

American officials believed that any negotiations
eventually would result only in a communist takeover of
I nd 0 chi na .

(12 )

While American objectives emphasized containment,
France's did not.

France was concerned by the apparent

communist activity, but not to the degree the United
States was.

The position of France, as stated by
16

Minister Jean LeTourneau in June, 1952, was that the
French were in Indochina to "protect the independence and
the freedom of the Associated States."

This objective

indeed seemed to be in keeping with the United States
policy objectives.

However, when examined further,

this

was questionable, for the people of Indochina had not yet
attained independence.

LeTourneau himself acknowledged

this, but placed the blame for this failure upon the
governments of the Associated States.
national

It was "because of

jealosies involved" that the independence of the

Associated States was incomplete.

If this was so,

it

still was evident the French parliament also was a hind
rance; as LeTourneau noted, of all agreements reached
between France and the Associated States, only the agree
ment of March 8, 1949, had been approved by the French
parliament.

Regarding preferential trade agreements with

the Associated States, LeTourneau noted that these were
necessary to maintain French morale and willingness to
continue the war.

(13)

France, contrary to American hopes otherwise, was
aware of the link between its roles in Indochina and
Europe.

The French pointed out that they could afford a

full role in only one area.

To pursue these twin goals

could result in France being weak in both areas.

The

French were especially concerned that they must have a
greater force in Europe than the Germans.

This,

LeTourneau maintained, would not be possible without
greater American aid to offset the cost of Indochina.(14)
17

A greater threat to the United States objectives,
though, was the increasing desire of the French to
negotiate an end to the war.

Part of this desire derived

from the French fear of Communist Chinese intervention.
By and large, however,
struggle.

it resulted from the length of the

The French people were tiring of the continued

effort and wanted to end the war whether or not French
i'

goals were attained.

Since an end to the Korean War was

to be settled through negotiations at Geneva, the French
insisted that Indochina should also be placed on the
schedule at Geneva.

This goal of the French was achieved

during the Berlin Conference of February, 1954.

Accord

ing to Dulles, the French had become:
divided into two categories--those who are
prepared to write off Indochina but want France to
join EDC, and those who wish to have France remain
in Indochina, • . • and are opposed [to EDC].
Accordingly, if we had vetoed the resolution
regarding discussion of Indochina [at Geneva], it
would probably cost us French membership in EDC as
well as Indochina itself.
Our present position,
therefore, at least offers the fair possibility of
salvaging both French membership in EDC and the
continuation of the struggle in Indochina." (15)
It was the French threat to the EDC that forced the
Americans to accept negotiation.

It was doubtful that

the French could have won the United States support on
this issue were it not for American concerns in Europe.
( 16)

Clearly, the United States and France, though depend
ent upon each other for success in Indochina,

lacked

agreement on the goals that they sought to attain.
18

The

French were not in Indochina solely to fight communism.
Rather, they sought to maintain their domination of the
region.

In spite of pledges to perfect Indochinese

independence and alleged efforts to develop a native
army, France appeared to be doing neither, or at least
not wholeheartedly.

This may have been a reason for the

French willingness to negotiate.

If the French could not

attain their goals in Indochina, then the best recourse
was to withdraw, thus ending a costly venture.

(17)

In contrast the United States sought to halt the
spread of communism, regardless of the cost.

This

attitude stemmed from the American position on communist
intervention, the Domino Theory.

In such a scheme

negotiation with communists would not be useful unless
the communists were at a disadvantage.

In Indochina the

communist Viet Minh held the initiative and could not be
negotiated with until the situation changed.

To this end

American officials encouraged the French to take more
aggressive action, with the ultimate goal to defeat the
Viet Minh, followed by completion of independence for the
Associated States.

19
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I, pt. ii,

CHAPTER THREE:
THE SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVES

The United States had two goals in Indochina in
1953.

The first was complete independence of the

Associated States from France.

The second was to pre

serve these independent nations from communism.

The

realization of these goals required dynamic, aggressive
action by France to develop the Associated States politi
cally and militarily.

The United States especially hoped

that France would appoint a commanding general who would
undertake the actions deemed necessary by the United
States.

This desire by the Americans for a "forceful and

inspirational" leader apparently was realized on May 9,
1953, by the appointment of General Henri Navarre as
Commanding General for Indochina.

United States

Ambassador to France C. Douglas Dillon reported that
Navarre was a good choice, describing him as a "forceful
and strong leader .

[who] will accurately appraise

and report the overall military situation."

Thus Navarre

became the leader on whom United States officials would
base their hopes for success.

(1)

Navarre, realizing the importance of aggressive
action, quickly developed his "Principles for the Conduct
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of the War in Indochina."

This six-point plan became the

focus of American military policy planning through the
period up to the fall of Dien Bien Phu in May, 1954.
Immediate reaction by United States officials was favor
able, for the plan presented the two key conditions
sought by the United States.

First, the plan proposed an

aggressive prosecution of the war and contained a
definite timetable for defeat of the Viet Minh.

Second,

the plan was linked to political measures designed to
complete the process of Indochinese independence.
However, as difficulties developed in actual implement
ation of the Navarre Plan and the completion of indepen
dence, the United States would be forced to consider
alternatives to attain its goals.

(2)

The issue of independence for the Associated States
was a particularly important part of United States
policy.

Here American officials had two concerns.

One

was the repeated failure of France to "perfect" independ
ence; the French continued to maintain a high degree of
influence on the respective governments of the Associated
States,

in some cases actually maintaining control of

some government functions (notably the justice system in
Vietnam) .

The second great concern of American officials

was that the French had not yet fully developed the armed
forces of the Associated States.

American officials

hoped that the French would correct these shortcomings by
the implementation of the Navarre Plan.
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The United

States concern with Associated States independence
was essentially a problem of trust.

United States

officials believed that unless France undertook to ensure
total independence, the ultimate result would be
communism in Indochina.

James P. Hendricks's memorandum

of June 10, 1953, to C. Tyler Wood reflected this
L

concern:
Essentially their [Vietnamese government
officials] complaint is that they do not trust the
French . . . .
The French have never trusted the
Vietnamese--they have not encouraged their education
except in the liberal arts, they do not think they
[Vietnamese] can accomplish anything positive or can
be relied on.
Insofar as the Non-government
intellectuals are concerned, they see the country
run by a French-appointed sovereign who in their
opinion must accept the dictates of the French." (3)
It was this mutual lack of faith that concerned
American officials.

They realized that such a relation

ship prevented each participant from taking effective
action to defeat the Viet Minh.

Indeed, the United

States assessment of the situation was quite accurate.
Just as the French distrusted the Indochinese, so, too,
was the reverse true.

The result was that the Indo

chinese were unwilling to aid the French effort, with the
French in turn becoming more reluctant to place Indo
chinese in positions of authority, because they appeared
to show no leadership ability.

Unfortunately, this

attitude effectively jeopardized the United States
objectives.

As stated by Hendricks, "the simple matter

of the fact is that the Vietnamese .
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. want freedom,

but if they cannot have it they are by nature more
inclined to place themselves under a Chinese yoke than a
French yoke." (4)
The French declaration of July 3, 1953, stated
France's intention to undertake the reforms deemed
necessary by the United States for the completion of
Indochinese independence.

According to Ambassador

Dillon, the French intended to complete the "transfer of
powers that France had still retained in the interest
even of the state, by reason of the perilous circum
stances arising from state of war."

Accordingly, France

at that time had "decided to invite each of the three
governments to come to an agreement with it [France] on
the settlement of the questions that each of them will
cons i der it ough t

to pose • .

.

in the respec t and the

safeguard of the legitimate interests of each of the
contracting parties." (5)
In the past France had promised to complete indepen
dence, but had ultimately failed to deliver.

It was

essential to American officials that this promise be
speedily realized.

It was alarming to them that as of

December, 1953, no positive action had been taken in
follow-up of the declaration.

In fact the only action

taken in the political field had been negative, and
indeed may have caused delay of implementation of
independence.

This was the October 16, 1953, resolution

by the Vietnamese National Congress to reject membership
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in the French Union.

The effect of this resolution was

to diminish French public support for the war.

In

return, the extreme reaction of the French served only to
diminish Vietnamese confidence that France would complete
the process of independence.

In essence the situation

had grown worse rather than better.

(6)

Another concern of American officials, related to
the issue of independence, was the failure of France to
develop fully the national armies of the Associated
States.

The development of these armies as autonomous

forces independent of the French High Command was parti
cularly important, especially in a political sense.
Ambassador to Vietnam Donald R. Heath noted,

As

"In the long

run the only key to success in Indochina is the creation
of a strong Vietnamese army imbued with the proper
nationalist spirit."

Much to the satisfaction of

American officials, Navarre had included as part of his
plan steps to create a Vietnamese army.

Although

Navarre's concern was military, the creation of the
Vietnamese army would remedy a major political
obstacle.

(7)

Again, as with the independence issue, there existed
among both United States and Indochinese officials a lack
of faith in France's willingness to develop the native
armies.

Vice-President Richard Nixon reflected this in

his comments at a National Security Council meeting in
January, 1954.

According to the memorandum of the
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January 8 meeting, Nixon expressed his reservations of
French intentions:
One must realize that the French talk one way
but feel another . • • . What [Nixon] had seen when
he was in Indochina had given rise to the gravest
doubts as to the likelihood of any really strong
Vietnamese National Army, at least any army built up
to the levels contemplated in the Navarre Plan •
Generals Navarre and Cogny actually believe that the
Vietnamese cannot fight unless led by French
officers.
The Vietnamese on the other hand, doubt
that the French really want to train them in large
numbers.
When you pin General Navarre down he
admits that the great issue as to the success of the
war in Indochina is not one of material but rather,
of men.
He does not indicate very much confidence
in the training program for the native forces.
This
• was of course a pessimistic view, but the
indigenous forces are the key to success or failure.
(8)

American officials linked the Navarre Plan's prospects
for military success to political improvements.

Nixon's

comments indicated the belief of some American officials
that the Navarre Plan would be bound for failure without
the political improvements necessary to bring about
native support for the war effort.

(9)

Although American officials remained doubtful that
the French would act, they were initially encouraged by
France's apparent willingness to support and implement
the Navarre Plan.

In late August, 1953, French Premier

Laniel assured Ambassador Dillon that regardless of
internal economic problems, he was prepared to send out
the additional nine battalions requested by Navarre.
However, owing to the cost of this action, Laniel made
this contingent upon receiving financial aid from the
United States for all aspects of the Navarre Plan.
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American officials nevertheless regarded this assurance
as a positive step.

(10)

Indeed, American officials sought to help the
Navarre Plan as best they could.

To this end Lieutenant

General John O'Daniel was sent to Indochina.

O'Daniel's

mission was to thoroughly study all conditions relating
to the Navarre Plan and make recommendations for American
assistance.

As O'Daniel's report was to be the basis on

which United States officials were to make their
decisions regarding American aid, an extensive study
would be expected.

Yet, O'Daniel made his report based

on observation of only one month.

The briefness of this

period may have prevented accurate observation, as
O'Daniel himself noted.

It is also possible that

O'Daniel was influenced by the apparent willingness of
the French military establishment in Indochina to adopt
American recommendations, as he stated them:
The sending of a small group of qualified
experts to Indochina to study the desirability of
the U.S. assisting in the development of Associated
States small industry . • . Approve necessary
augmentations of the Military Assistance Advisory
Group--MAAG, Indochina to allow for three (3) U.S.
officers for attachment to the French Training
Command, and • . . Assign two (2) additional U.S.
Assistant Army Attaches • • . in conjunction with
the French G-2. (11)
Aside from these recommendations, other portions of
O'Daniels report were important.

American officials had

been encouraged by O'Daniel's report that in accordance
with the Navarre Plan,

the French were stepping up

measures to turn the war over to native forces.
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The fact

that the French were considering implementation of
training methods used by the United States to train the
South Korean Army was especially encouraging.

United

States officials had long been pushing the French to
adopt these methods.

(12)

O'Daniel's report was also the basis for the Joint
Chiefs of Staff report concerning aid for the Navarre
Plan.

Though also encouraged by O'Daniel's report,

previous experience with the French caused the Joint
Chiefs to be more cautious in their recommendations.
This caution was evident in the August 28,

1953, memo

randum from the Joint Chiefs to Secretary of Defense
Charles E. Wilson.

This memorandum noted that:

Based on past performances by the French, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff have reservations in predic
ting actual results which can be expected pending
proof by demonstration of continued French support
and by further French performance in Indochina ..
If the Navarre concept is vigorously pursued
militarily in Indochina and given whole-hearted
political support in France, it does offer a promise
of military success sufficient to warrent
appropriate additional United States aid required.
In light of the apparent slowness of the
French in following up the Navarre concept . . . the
Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that additional
United States support should be conditional upon
implementation of French support, [and]
demonstration of French willingness to receive and
act upon United States military advice. (13)
The Joint Chiefs were no longer willing to accept only
French promises; rather they believed that the French
should take action, and upon those actions the United
States should base its aid program.
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Nevertheless, the administration approved the
additional $385 million requested by the French.

The

reason for this decision was a growing concern about
French commitment.

American officials believed that the

Laniel government would be the last French administration
to prosecute the war with the intention of victory.
Indeed, the internal pressures were mounting on the
Laniel government either to realize victory in Indochina
or to withdraw unilaterally.

Recognizing this, and

noting the strategic importance of Indochina, the
Eisenhower administration approved the additional aid-
but with three conditions.

First, the $385 million was

to be considered the maximum amount of financial aid for
calendar year 1954.

Second,

in return for the additional

aid, the United States required assurances of intents,
actual activity, and appropriate information for the
United States to verify the effectiveness with which the
aid had been used.

Last, the United States retained the

right to terminate all aid if the French failed for any
reason to execute the Navarre Plan as outlined.

(14)

In particular, the American officials wanted the
French to undertake military action as called for
Navarre Plan.

in the

To this end the French on November 20,

1953, undertook the airdrop of six battalions at Dien
Bien Phu.

Although this action would prove to be a

disastrous mistake, at the time it appeared a sensible
operation, designed to forestall Viet Minh activity in
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Laos.

Aside from this, the French explained that the

operation was necessary to provide support for guerrilla
operations and to protect Lai Chai, a vital road
junction.

According to Navarre,

the defense of Lai Chai

would be best accomplished at Dien Bien Phu.

(15)

By December, Dien Bien Phu had gained an importance
of its own, superceding the defense of Lai Chai.

The

advance of two Viet Minh divisions to Dien Bien Phu
caused the French to look on the situation as an oppor
tunity to inflict a critical defeat upon the enemy.
regard to the Navarre concept,
first provision,

to press for

guerrilla activity.

Indeed,

In

this conformed with the
local offensives and

the operation itself may

have been motivated by this provision.

However,

the Dien

Bien Phu operation did not conform with the second pro
vision of Navarre's Plan.

This provision called for a

French offensive to forestall Viet Minh attack and thus
gain the initiative.

At Dien Bien Phu the French were

intent on defensive action, relying upon superior fire
power to deplete and defeat the Viet Minh.
The major importance of Dien Bien Phu was related
not to the implementation of the Navarre Plan but rather
to the future of the French in Indochina. As the French
focused greater attention on the outcome at Dien Bien
Phu, American officials faced growing pressure from the
French for

increased aid,

intervention, and support for

negotiation to end the conflict.
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Although reiterating

their commitment, the French pointed out the increasing
difficulties they faced

in continuing implementation of

According to French government

the Navarre Plan.

officials, their ability to continue the war was being
diminished by internal pressures.

These officials noted

that the French economy was suffering from the strain of
the ongoing conflict.

If they were forced to continue

indefinitely large expenditures on Indochina, the French
stated they would not be able to address their economic
problems.

Also, the French officials pointed out, the

French population in general was weary of the war;

it had

been going on for eight years, and no immediate solution
could be foreseen.

Since the United States was preparing

to negotiate an end to the Korean War,

the French could

see no reason why they could not also use negotiation to
end the war in Indochina.

French popular opinion, regard

less of political affiliation, reflected a growing desire
to negotiate an end to the war.

This pressure undermined

support within the Laniel government for the Navarre
Plan.

Rene Pleven, the French Minister of National

Defense, expressed the opinion that the increased
military effort sought by General Navarre would be
impossible;

indeed,

existing effort.

it would be difficult to maintain the

Premier Laniel,

too, was affected,

describing Navarre as being "optimistic . . • and wanting
resources which could not be given him."

(16)

Although public pressure had diminished the resolve
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of the Laniel government to fulfill the Navarre Plan, the
French gave no indication of any intention to abandon
Indochina.

Negotiation was sought as the only means for

a satisfactory conclusion to the war.

Yet, as the French

hoped to bring about a politically acceptable solution,
they had to place greater emphasis on a military
outcome.

The developing battle at Dien Bien Phu became

the key to the attainment of French goals.
Further, as the battle developed and the French
military situation deteriorated, the United States was
forced to contemplate alternatives for the attainment of
its own goals.

Some American officials had addressed

this need before, for they had been concerned that aid to
France would not accomplish American goals in Indochina.
One study expressing such concerns was presented by
Charlton Ogburn (Regional Planning Advisor, Bureau of Far
Eastern Affairs, Department of State)

in September, 1953,

during the period when the United States was contem
plating the Navarre Plan and French requests for
assistance.
Philip BonsaI

Ogburn's memorandum, based on a study by
(Director of Office of Philippine and

Southeast Asian Affairs, Department of State), noted
numerous concerns with French promises, many of which
concerns proved accurate later.

Ogburn pointed out that

it was unlikely the French could conduct any major
military operations, as French public opinion was opposed
to such operations.

The French needed quick results to
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placate public opinion.

Since this was unlikely to

happen, Ogburn suggested that the United States consider
three alternatives.

The first was based on continued

American reliance on France to defeat the Viet Minh.
Ogburn considered it the most likely possible result. His
scenario expected the seizure of power by the communists
following a French defeat, a French withdrawal, or as a
result of negotiations.

The second alternative contem

plated intervention by United States forces, outlined
what the goals of such an operation would be, and
considered the likely consequences of intervention.
These alternatives were those suggested by BonsaI's
study.

Ogburn presented a third alternative,

possibility of an international solution.

the

Because this

alternative looked to negotiation as a means to end the
war,

it necessitated that France and the United States

maintain a position of strength to ensure a favorable
solution.

Ogburn believed that this was the best alter

native available, preferable to United States support of
the Navarre Plan.

This solution would eliminate both the

necessity of American intervention and the uncertainty
over the actions of the French.

(17)

Even though American officials accepted and
supported the Navarre Plan, they continued to consider
alternatives.

However, up to the time of Dien Bien Phu,

the alternatives under consideration tended to be
concerned with supplemental aid programs for the French.
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One example of this was the January 15, 1954, memorandum
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for Secretary of Defense
Wilson. This memorandum noted several alternatives to be
considered given the continuing changes in the military
situation in Indochina.

Among these alternatives were

the possible use of volunteers from the United States to
serve with the French Union forces, and the forming of a
regional coalition of pro-Western countries to oppose
communist expansion.

The major points of this memo
"~,

randum, though, were the importance of MAAG personnel to
insure the proper delivery and use of United States
equipment, and suggestions for the types of tactics
(based on United States experience) that would be most
effective in Indochina.

The need for additional aircraft

(

mechanics had been a major concern of the French, for
they had often inquired into the availability of United
States personnel for this role.

In this regard the

portion of the Joint Chiefs memorandum dealing with the
possibility of United States forces was increased in
importance.

This was particularly true when the French

increased the urgency of their requests as the battle at
Dien Bien Phu intensified.

Thus consideration of using

American personnel in Indochina became a major topic of
discussion.

The consensus of United States officials was

that the use of American mechanics would be allowed.
Still there remained a great deal of opposition to this
stance.

This opposition was reflected in Senator John
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Stennis's letter of January 29, 1954.

From his own

observations, Stennis did not believe the French need was
as great as they claimed.

He had previously noticed an

abundance of French mechanics at a United States install
ation at Chatearoux.

Also,

if the United States sent its

own people, Stennis believed it would be only a matter of
time before it became necessary to send American forces
to protect the initial group, eventually leading to a
larger United States presence.

Stennis urged that the

United States not take this risk.

(lS)

Nevertheless, due to the urgency of the issue, State
Department officials decided that American interests
would be best served by providing to the French 200
United States Air Force mechanics, on condition that they
be stationed only at bases secure from attack by the Viet
Minh.

In making this decision, American officials

recognized that the possibility of further intervention
had grown, but they believed that such a possibility was
a worst-case scenario only, and even then excluded the
possibility of United States ground forces.

American

officials were still working on the assumption that the
French could and would fulfill the Navarre Plan.

Dien

Bien Phu, though serious, had not yet become an urgent
problem.

(19)

As the situation at Dien Bien Phu became critical,
the French pressured the United States to undertake
assistance programs beyond those originally agreed upon.
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Particularly, the French inquired about the possibility
of direct American military intervention to save Dien
Bien Phu.

At least the French sought sufficient American

military action to prevent the complete fall of Indochina
to communism.

Among the first indications that the

French government was weakening in its commitment were
comments by Pleven, in early 1954, regarding the growing
opposition within the French government to continuation
of the war effort.

The cause of this, according to

Pleven, was that two problems had developed in Indo
china.

First, the battle at Dien Bien Phu had not

affected the ability of the Viet Minh to conduct oper
ations elsewhere in Indochina.

In contrast the French

forces would be demoralized and hindered by the loss of
their best troops should Dien Bien Phu fall.

Second, the

possibility of overt communist Chinese intervention in
the form of a Viet Minh air force had become a major
concern.

In order for the French to continue the war,

Pleven argued that the Vietnamese would have to "come
through with a convincing program and time-table of
governmental and military performance."

More important,

the French would require assurances from the United
States of how it would respond to the appearance of a
"Viet Minh Air Force."

These same concerns were echoed

by General Paul Ely <Commissioner General and Commander
of French Forces in Indochina> and Laniel in March,
1954.

Like Pleven, Ely and Laniel also were seeking a
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commitment for intervention by United States air
forces.

(20)

These requests forced American officials to consider
intervention seriously.

Realizing that the French no

longer were able to continue the war alone, American
officials began seeking alternative measures to prevent
the fall of Indochina.

The studies they undertook ranged

from additional aid to unilateral and multilateral
vention.

inter

American officials were forced to consider the

extent to which they were willing to involve the United
States directly in order to attain policy objectives.
Facing this situation, the immediate goal of United
States officials was to maintain the French presence in
Indochina, possibly by increasing the role of the MAAG
mission in Indochina.

Particularly, they sought to

increase MAAG's role in planning and training functions
in order to enhance the ability and use of native
troops.

This was to be done in conjunction with the

Prench, thereby increasing the United States's particip
ation in the war without the risks of direct military
activity.

This alternative was tied to the continued

existence of a stable French presence, but the French
government was wavering in its commitment.

The uncertain

status of the French forced American officials to contem
plate either intervention by United States forces or
withdrawal of the French from Indochina.
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(21)

The ideas concerning intervention by the United
States covered a diverse set of possible circumstances.
The previous option, that of additional aid, had been
based upon a continued French presence.

The intervention

options were based upon the ultimate goal of developing
the native Indochinese armies.

It was the depth and the

feasibility of United States involvement that were the
key issues.

As before, studies by American officials

were undertaken in response to a particular problem posed
to them.

However, it was not necessarily in response to

French requests alone that these studies were developed.
Some studies were begun in response to those questions
posed by ranking United States officials, notably
Secretary of State Dulles and Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chairman Admiral Arthur Radford.

The scope of these

studies covered conditions ranging from a continued
French presence, a phased French withdrawal, or complete
and unilateral French withdrawal.

Further, these studies

looked into the necessity of either unilateral or multi
lateral intervention.

The first studies focused

primarily upon unilateral United States action.

(22)

The consideration of unilateral intervention was
related to direct French requests, although the Joint
Chiefs of Staff did on one occasion discuss this
possibility prior to the formal request by the French.
According to the memorandums by the individual members,
on March 31, 1954, Chairman of the JCS Admiral Radford
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requested of his own accord the views of the members as
to the possibility of United States intervention.
T

The

responses to this question indicated that there existed a
rather high degree of opposition to the use of United
States forces in Indochina.

Of the four responses, three

stated that the United States should not commit its
forces upon receipt of a French request.

The reasons

stated for this refusal showed a concern that the use of
United States forces would be ineffective and, parti
cularly if applied to Dien Bien Phu, could not save that
French garrison.

Moreover, even a small-scale interven

tion would inevitably escalate into a major conflict.
The only positive response itself was a "qualified
·yes,'" providing certain assurances were given by the
French government.

These assurances in sum required that

the French accept a significantly decreased role, giving
up military leadership to the United States and political
leadership to the Indochinese states.

(23)

United States officials were so uncertain of how the
French government might act that the eventual requests by
the French for intervention caused considerable confusion
as to how to reply to the request.

In late March, during

his visit to the United States, General Ely apparently
stated to Admiral Radford that the situation at Dien Bien
Phu was so critical as to require immediate air interven
tion by the United States.

In his report to the French

government, Ely stated that Radford had assured him the
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United States would honor this request.

Ambassador

Dillon's April 4 telegram contained further clarification
of this request.

Dillon reported that the French, based

upon Radford's assurances to Ely, now formally requested
immediate air intervention by United States air forces.
As basis for this intervention, the French documented
previous Chinese intervention, pointing out the
considerable assistance given the Viet Minh at Dien Bien
Phu.

(24)
Interestingly, the French request coincided with the

release of a National Security Council report (NSC 1704
A) on intervention on April 5--a revision of an April 3
report.

The focus of the report was on the feasibility

of United States intervention, depending upon the
conditions on which the United States became involved.
The NSC study contemplated three possible scenarios for
intervention--in concert with the French only, with the
French and other allies, or alone to replace the French.
In the first two cases American officials sought to avoid
the use of United States ground forces in the conflict;
thus the study restricted the United States intervention
to air and naval forces.

With the military role of the

United States restricted, the primary concern of the
report was the political ramifications of intervention by
the United States.

Intervention with other allies was

considered the best solution, especially if the form of
intervention was as a United Nations-sponsored operation
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or as part of a regional security group.

American

officials believed that the involvement of other allies
would serve to moderate opposition from other parts of
the free world.

This type of intervention, though,

weakened the options available to the United States in
how it chose to deal with the Viet Minh.

American

options on the use of tactical nuclear weapons was a
particular concern.

That is,

the concern was that

American intervention would lead directly to an
escalation of the conflict to the point of sparking a
general world war.

With this in mind, the NSC report

recommended that this action be taken only upon
consultations with other allies, especially North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO> members, and then
only if the use of nuclear weapons was the only alter
native left to preserve Indochina.

Regarding the

communist reaction to United States intervention,
American officials believed that the communist Chinese
would undoubtedly intervene in response.

These portions

of the study still excluded the direct use of United
States ground forces. The third contingency, the replace
ment of the French, addressed this possiblilty.

This

action brought concerns of American obligations in
Europe.

The need for the United States to commit its

military forces could,

in the event of a protracted

conflict, divert its attention and military resources
away from Europe.

Further, the NSC study found that
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regardless of the type and circumstances of American
intervention, the possiblity of escalation of the
conflict into a major war was increased.

The report

still recommended that a decision be reached quickly, as
delay would result in the French acceptance of any terms
to settle the conflict.
at Geneva,

To fortify the French position

the United States at least had to hint that it

might intervene.

The Army position paper, based on the

NSC study, found that United States intervention was
undesirable, as the effort involved would undermine NATO
commitments and still not be sufficient to achieve
military victory.

This report found that the strain upon

manpower and resources would be higher than previously
thought; a quick victory was not likely.

(25)

Thus the United States officials chose not to
intervene on behalf of the French.

At this time,

though,

the official response to the French was that American
intervention could only be taken with Congressional
backing, and must be in the national interest of the
United States.

This was considered impossible by

American officials,

including Secretary of State Dulles

himself, and indeed he, too, opposed the use of United
Dulles was concerned that

States air and naval forces.

if the United States complied with French desires in this
case,

it could cause the United States to be confronted

later by a demand to replace the French completely.
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(26)

Although United States officials were at this time
reluctant to commit to unilateral intervention, this
prospect was not completely eliminated.

But the

emphasis of United States officials shifted toward
multilateral

intervention--option tB' of the NSC study.

Multilateral intervention--intervention in concert with
other concerned allies--was considered the best scenario
for American intervention, as it would restrict the role
of the United States, while still attaining policy
goals.

United States officials were especially eager to

get Great Britian involved, for

it was British interests

that would be most threatened should Indochina fall
the communists.

to

British involvement also would

illustrate that the free world viewed communist aggres
sion with great concern and would take the necessary
actions to halt its spread.

United States officials were

unable to convince the British, who rejected the idea of
multilateral

intervention.

The reasons for this rejec

tion had been accurately predicted in NSC 1704-A.

The

British feared that intervention would lead to a major
war involving Communist China, and the use by the United
States of nuclear weapons.

The British in fact chose to

use their influence in the region to discourage any
participation in multilateral
na t ions.

intervention by other

( 27 )

The United States thus found itself in a difficult
situation.

It was unable to convince other nations to
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join it in multilateral

intervention (although United

States officials continued to develop regional defense
schemes) .

At the same time, American officials them

selves were unwilling to commit United States forces to
the conflict unilaterally.

This situation was made worse

by the continued requests from the French for some type
of action by the United States,
show of support.

if only token forces as a

Thus as the Geneva Conference opened,

the United States's position remained ambiguous, with
American officials uncertain how to deal with the Indo
china problem.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
GENEVA

The Geneva Conference sessions on Indochina opened
with the United States at odds with France and Britain as
to the value of negotiations to settle the conflict.
France, the western belligerent in the conflict, considered negotiations the best means to end the war.

This view

was shared by the British, who encouraged the French to
achieve a negotiated settlement.

In contrast the

Americans opposed the negotiations, which they believed
would lead only to a settlement favorable to the Viet
Mi nh.

Forced to accept the process of negotiation, the

Americans then encountered the problem of being unable to
influence directly the type of settlement that the United
States would prefer.

Indeed,

they were helpless to

prevent the French from accepting an agreement with which
the Americans felt they could not be associated.
The Geneva Conference had been originally scheduled
to settle the Korean War.

At the Berlin Conference of

February, 1954, the French managed to attain American
agreement also to discuss Indochina at Geneva.

(Those

nations sending delegations to this phase of negotiations
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were the United States, France, Great Britain, Cambodia,
Laos, Vietnam, The Soviet Union, and China; also present
were representatives of the Viet Minh.)

American

officials had opposed inclusion of the Indochinese
situation in negotiations at Geneva, but conceded on the
point due to their fear that the French would not ratify
the European Defense Community, a foreign policy goal of
high priority.

Still, the Americans remained skeptical

of the negotiations.

Secretary of State Dulles pointedly

warned the French that the commitment to negotiate "may
give us trouble, although it does not compromise my basic
principles and was made inescapable by pressure on
[French Foreign Minister Georges] Bidault.
difficult negotiation ahead of us."

(1)

We have a

The American

:1 "'
'~

concern regarding negotiations was that the French had

'I ~

not yet proved their military and political superiority
Iii
"

IIII

over the Viet Minh.

The Americans were also worried that

the announcement of negotiations would lead to increased
Viet Minh activity, which could weaken the French
position.

(2)

These fears became reality as the French military
position in Indochina deteriorated.

American efforts to

strengthen the French situation had failed, primarily
because of the inability of the Americans to get British
support.

The British,

in fact,

refused to consider

military action until after the Geneva Conference.

The

British stated that should there be a peaceful settlement
by partition, they would then consider a defensive area
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including non-communist Indochina.

Among the French, the

Americans found a great determination to achieve a settle
ment through negotiation.

The French did, however,

assert that they would accept no agreement that would
threaten the security of the French forces or would
change the military situation in favor of the Viet Minh.
French Prime Minister Laniel,

in fact, had laid down

terms that would require the Viet Minh to accept defeat.
Despite this apparent forceful position, the Americans
were certain that the French were losing their will to
fight and that they would seek any settlement.

The

Americans were forced to consider how to attain their
policy goals through a process of negotiations in which
they had little influence.

(3)

In developing their negotiating position for the
Geneva Conference, the Americans had to consider several
real and possible aspects.

First,

it was necessary to

establish the assumptions with which they would operate.
These assumptions were: American policy would continue to
oppose communist expansion;

it was improbable the commun

ists would accept an agreement that would maintain a non
communist Southeast Asia; and domestic pressures would
cause the French to accept any settlement of the Indo
china war.

Based on these assumptions, the Americans

emphasized the need to convince the French to stand firm
against any settlement that would threaten Laniel's
stated goals.

The Americans made it clear to the French
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that any settlement falling short of these goals would
have an adverse effect on American relations with the
French and would also result in diminishment of French
global prestige.

The Americans were still aware that the

French might still decide that the end of the conflict
was more important.

As such,

the Americans also

considered the possible effects of their participation in
an unsatisfactory settlement.

The disadvantages of

participation were the possible diminishment of American
prestige and the loss of American influence to prevent
the French from accepting such an agreement.

The

advantages of participation were that the Americans would
moderate their image as overly aggressive (a prime cause
of allied reluctance to be associated with Americansponsored "united action") and would also remain in a
position to "whittle down the degree of unacceptability
of an Indochina settlement."

(4)

On the whole they

considered it more advantageous to participate, but still
deemed it essential that they should not be associated
with an unsatisfactory agreement.

If this became a

possibility, the Americans extended their planning to
contemplate the possible necessity of intervention to
continue the conflict, by fighting with the Associated
States.

Considering all this,

the American delegation

resolved first to bolster the French position.

This was

the first step toward attaining their own objectives of
preventing the spread of communism in Southeast Asia.
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(5)

The efforts to bolster the French were primarily
military.

Although the decision had been reached not to

intervene, the Americans continued to imply the possi
bility of future action.

This ploy required careful

maneuvering by the American delegation.

As Dulles noted,

it was essential that the possibility of American inter
vention should not be used by the French as a "card" to
be played at Geneva, especially if the French themselves
had no intention to request that intervention.

That

would result in the Americans appearing as an obstacle to
settlement and would provide the French with an excuse
and scapegoat for failure to complete a settlement.

(6)

The instructions issued to the American delegation
dictated that their participation in negotiations was to
be limited.

American participation was as an "interested

nation which . . . is neither a belligerent nor a
principal

in the negotiation."

(7)

The American role was

to assist in the completion of an agreement, providing
that such an agreement did not either lead to a communist
dictatorship or threaten in any way the existing govern
ments and forces of the Associated States.

These instruc

tions further dictated that the delegation should,

in the

event of an unsatisfactory agreement, determine whether
or not the American participation should continue, or if
disassociation from the proceedings was necessary.

(8)

Going into the Geneva Conference, the American
delegation faced a difficult situation.
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The primary goal

of the delegation was to assist the French in the attain
ment of a settlement that would guarantee a non-communist
Indochina and assure the safety and continuance of
western interests in the region.

This would seem to

require that the Americans take an active role in the
process.

Yet the American delegation's instructions were

such that they could not exercise their influence.

With

the deterioration of the French military situation, the
American influence correspondingly also fell.
At the opening of the Geneva proceedings on Indo
china,

the Americans reiterated to the French that the

American position was based on the anticipated success of
the Navarre Plan.

The Americans required of the French a

positive indication that this plan would be actively
pursued throughout the negotiations, especially if a
settlement proved unattainable.

The Americans were aware

that this position could be difficult to pursue, even if
the French were offered direct American intervention,
because the French government was unstable as a result of
public dissatisfaction.

The Americans were particularly

concerned that the public pressure for settlement would
undermine Laniel's negotiating stance.

(9)

The domestic political situation in France appeared
more serious when coupled with the military situation in
Indochina.

The French already faced the prospect of a

major defeat at Dien Bien Phu as the conference opened,
and attempted to put up a strong front on this point,
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implying that reinforcements might be sent to Indochina
following the fall of Dien Bien Phu.

Among American

officials there was little doubt that this was merely a
bluff, and that the fall of Dien Bien Phu would have
serious repercussions.

Indeed, the Americans realized

that the French threat to intensify their efforts was a
ploy to induce the Communists to settle the conflict
quickly.

The Americans believed that in the event Dien

Bien Phu fell,

it was likely that the Laniel government

would collapse and be replaced by a government dedicated
to ending the conflict.

(10)

The importance of Dien Bien Phu to the French
position was indicated by Dulles on the eve of his
departure for Geneva:
The Communists in Vietnam, spurred on by Red
China, have acted on the assumption that a quick
easy victory at Dien Bien Phu would open the door to
a rapid Communist advance to domination of the
entire Southeast Asia area.
They concluded they
were justified in recklessly squandering the lives
of their subjects to conquer this strong point so as
to confront the Geneva Conference with what could be
portrayed as both a military and political victory
for Commun i sm. (11)
Clearly, the Americans had tied the outcome of Dien Bien
Phu to the type of settlement that could come out of
Geneva.
military.

The political aspects were as important as the
For this reason it was essential that the

garrison hold out as long as possible once the Geneva
Conference was underway.

It was unfortunate for both the

French and American positions then that the garrison fell
on May 8.

(12)
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The loss of Dien Bien Phu greatly weakened the
French military posture in Indochina.

The Americans

became particularly concerned that the French could no
longer prevent the Viet Minh from taking large areas of
the Tonkin Delta in the north,
Hanoi and Haiphong.

including the cities of

Should this occur,

it was highly

probable that the French would be forced to accept any
settlement the Communists put forth.

As French public

pressure increased after the fall of Dien Bien Phu, the
Americans feared this possibility had increased.

The

Americans thus appeared to have but one option remaining-
intervention, although they realized that it was still
dependent upon a direct French request.

The French,

however, were no longer likely to request this action.
Also the British, to whom the Americans looked for
support, were still very much committed to negotiations.
j

The Americans were thus unable to develop this option of
intervention.

(13)

As expected,

the fall of Dien Bien Phu strengthened

the negotiation position of the Communist delegations.
The Communists had adopted, as part of their position, a
hard-line attitude.

This led the Americans to believe

that the Geneva Conference could continue indefinitely.
On May 20 the American delegation reported that the
Communists were refusing

any concessions,

in an effort

to get "at maximum a major part or possibly all of Indo
china, and at minimum a partition which would produce
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a Communist state comprising considerable part of Viet
nam.

They must anticipate that the present French

Government cannot long survive •

. so it is to their

interests to prolong this conference without making
concessions."

(14)

Further comments from the American

delegation on the subject of partition indicated that
they were unclear of the position they were to take on
this issue.

The American delegation was aware that parti

tion was unacceptable, subject to the disassociation if
approved.

But the unclear nature of the American instruc

tions as to exactly what would be considered unacceptable
caused uncertainty.

(15)

An additional concern of the American delegation was
that along with a partition,

there now arose the issue of

instituting a cease-fire, which required some type of
supervision.

The controversy over supervison centered on

the composition of the supervisory commission.

The

position of the French and British, supported by the
Americans, called for the commission to be comprised of
four Asian neutrals.

The Communists on the other hand

were in favor of a commission composed of India, and
Pakistan (Asian neutrals) and Czechoslovakia and Poland.
The latter two nations, controlled by the Communists,
were rejected by the Western nations.

The Communists

remained adamant on this point, refusing to consider any
other options.

(16)
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As the first phase of the Indochina negotiations
came to a close,
weak position.

the Americans realized they were in a
The instructions issued to the delegation

at Geneva effectively blocked any direct American
influence in the negotiations.

That the French and

British positions were equally weak, being intent upon
reaching a settlement, also presented the Americans with
problems.

In contrast to the disunity of the Western

delegations,

the Communist delegations showed a great

cohesion and unity of purpose.
feared,

As the Americans had

the Communists played upon the superiority of

their military position to stone-wall the negotiations.
The Communist resistance to compromise was preventing
settlement of the conflict, a fact that also resulted in
the undermining of the Laniel government.
The fall of the Laniel government did not come as a
surprise to the Americans, nor were they surprised in the
election, on June 18 by the French National Assembly, of
Pierre Mendes-France as Premier.

The Americans had

believed that the Communist negotiating position had been
designed to bring about the fall of Laniel's government,
with the hope it would be replaced by a more pliable
leadership.

Consequently,

the Americans became more

convinced that an unsatisfactory agreement was to be
reached soon.

Mendes-France's stated intention to resign

if he could not obtain at least a cease-fire by July 20
was seen by the Americans as evidence of the French
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desperation to end the war.

As a result of these new

developments in France and the continued deterioration
of the military situation in Indochina, the Americans
thought it necessary to reconsider their stance at
Geneva.

(17)

As the negotiations reconvened in late June,

the

French once again approached the Americans on the issue
of military assistance.

Particularly, Henri Bonnet

(French Ambassador to the United States) complained to
Dulles that because of American reluctance to commit to
intervention,
weakened.

the French negotiating position had been

Dulles replied to this charge "That the French

could not have a continuing option to call [the United
States] into war at some future date and under conditions
which could not be foreseen."

(18)

This indicated that

the Americans had begun to evolve a new position that no
)

longer called for the continued military support of the
French.

Further evidence could be seen in Dulles's

remarks to Congressional

leaders concerning a message he

had received from Mendes-France.
June 7,

This message (received

1954) had conveyed Mendes-France's hope that

should the talks break down,

the Americans would take a

serious view of the situation.

Dulles remarked that he

felt this to be rather strange, as the American effort
had been to get the French to take a serious view of the
situation.

(19)
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These expressions of concern by the French appeared
to be posturing on their part in hopes of loosening the
Communist negotiating position.

In fact, at the same

time that the French were inquiring as to what the
Americans would do if the talks failed,

they were also

beginning to express their optimism that a tentative
agreement (via direct talks with the Viet Minh) would be
completed within two weeks.

The Americans were already

certain of this possibility;

they already had moved into

discussions with the French and British of what terms
were to be considered to be the minimum acceptable.
These discussions, conducted through June,

(20)

led to

the development of a set of seven conditions that the
Americans and the British required to be included in any
settlement.

The Americans emphasized that it would be

essential for these conditions to be met if they were to
accept the settlement.

The seven points were:

1.
Preserves the integrity and independence of
Laos and Cambodia and assures the withdrawal of the
Viet Minh forces therefrom;
2.
Preserves at least the southern half of
Vietnam, and if possible an enclave in the delta; in
this connection we would be unwilling to see the
line of division of responsibility drawn further
south than a line running generally west from
Donghoi;
3.
Does not impose on Laos, Cambodia, or
retained Vietnam any restrictions materially
impairing their capacity to maintain stable non
Communist regimes; especially restrictions impairing
their right to maintain adequate forces for internal
security, to import arms and employ foreign
advisors;
4.
Does not contain political provisions which
would risk loss of the retained area to Communist
control;
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5.
Does not exclude the possibility of the
ultimate reunification of Vietnam by peaceful means;
6.
Provides for the peaceful and humane
transfer, under international supervision, of those
people desiring to be moved from one zone to another
of Vietnam;
7.
Provides effective machinery for inter
national supervision of the agreement. (21)
The development of these Seven Points was an indication
of the American realization that an agreement was
inevitable.

The Seven Points themselves were established

as a minimum solution that the French believed could be
obtained through negotiation.

This being the case,

the

Americans insisted that they should include all of the
points in any settlement.

American officials warned the

French that failure to ensure the inclusion of all the
points would cause the Americans to opt for
disassociation from the settlement.
The Americans,

(22)

through these talks with the French

and British, had laid down the basis for their possible
withdrawal or disassociation from the Geneva Conference.
The France-United States Position Paper (Communique,
issued July 13-14, 1954) recognized the right of the
Americans to disassociate themselves publicly from any
terms that differed from those established in the Seven
Points.

(23)

The idea of withdrawal from the Geneva Conference
had already gained the attention of American officials as
a

last measure to prevent an unsatisfactory agreement.

Robert R. Bowie's (Director, Policy Planning Staff)
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memorandum of June 24 contemplated the advantages and
disadvantages of American withdrawal.

Bowie's premise

was that as the Americans were unable to influence the
negotiations at Geneva,
settings.

it was essential to develop new

The best way to accomplish this would be to

"bust up the Geneva Conference."

Bowie noted that

Congress had already approved such a move if it appeared
that negotiations were to lead either to partition or to
a subversion of the established governments in Indo
china.

In Bowie's estimation both conditions appeared to

be part of the conceived agreement.
effective,

However,

to be

it was essential that the Americans draw the

Associated States out of Geneva as well.

Bowie was able

to develop only one strong point in favor of withdrawal:
provided the Americans were successful in bringing the
Associated States out of the confernce, they would then
j

be in a position to offer direct aid to these govern
ments, plus have a greater influence on new negotia
tions.

This prospect, though, again brought up the

question of the extent to which the Americans would be
willing to become involved in Indochina.

(24)

The disadvantages of such action kept the Americans
from withdrawing.

As long as the possibility remained

that either the talks would break off or that a satis
factory agreement could be reached, the Americans found
continued participation more advantageous.

This was

particularly true if the Americans wished to continue
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their pressure upon the French and British to negotiate
within the framework of the Seven Points.

Important as

this was, a second factor causing the Americans to
continue participation was the concern over the European
Defense Community.

The Americans feared that should they

decide to withdraw from Geneva,

the French might in

retaliation reject EDC, a move that could cause serious
damage to the Western alliance.

(25)

Thus the Americans found themselves dependent upon
the French to conclude a favorable agreement based on the
Seven Points.

Yet, having no influence on the French

aside from some consultations, the Americans could not be
Facing this situation, the

certain of such an outcome.

Americans began preparing their position in the event of
The first step was to make

an unsatisfactory settlement.

clear the United States would not guarantee a settlement
that would establish directly or indirectly a communist
regime.

This action was taken in response to pressure

from the Communist delegations that all participants in
the negotiations should also guarantee the settlement.
The second step was to warn the French and British that
any settlement outside the provisions of the Seven Points
would not receive American support.

By these actions the

Americans established that their position had remained
consistent with American policy to resist communist
expansion, however achieved.

(26)
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The American delegation thus had firmly established
as well

their position with regard to the completion of

the negotiations.
were:

The essential points established

complete compliance by the French with the Seven

Points as the only basis for settlement, and the right of
the Americans to disassociate themselves from any
settlement that did not

include those points; and refusal

by the United States to guarantee any conditions of
settlement, especially if those terms pointed toward a
communist takeover.
Contrary to American expectations, the final
agreement drafted essentlally satisfied all conditions of
the Seven Points.

At worst,

the Americans were able to

find only a few instances in which they found that a
point had not been completely applied.

This was the case

with Point Six, calling for provisions of "peaceful and
humane transfer

. of those peoples desiring to be

moved from one zone to another of Vietnam."

(27)

The

agreements in thiS regard lacked only sufficient
international supervision.

That the Americans declined

to participate as a signatory to the agreements was
somewhat of a surprise.
delegation,

The Head of the American

Under Secretary of State Walter Bedell Smith,

instead read a statement explaining the position of the
United States on the agreements.
that the American position was:
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This statement declared

<i)
it will refrain from the threat or use of
force to disturb them, in accordance with Article
( i i )
2(4) of the Charter of the United Nations
it will view any renewal of the aggression in
violation of the aforesaid agreement with grave
concern and as seriously threatening international
peace and security.
In connection with the settlement in the
declaration concerning free elections in Vietnam, my
government wishes to make clear its position.
as follows:
'In the case of nations, now divided
against their wIll, we shall continue to seek
to achieve unity through free elections,
supervised by the United Nations to ensure that
they are conducted fairly.'" (28)
That the Americans refused to be directly associated
with the agreements was surprising, as the settlement did
not differ substantially from the Seven Points.

Vet, as

the American goal had been defeat of the Viet Minh,
coupled with the establishment of strong pro-Western
governments in Indochina, the final settlement did fall
far short of that goal.
j

The establishment of a communist

enclave in north Vietnam had been objected to by the
Americans prior to the negotiations, and preventing such
a development had been the primary purpose of American
aid to the French.

The Americans had also counted on

France to maintain its military pressure upon the Viet
Minh throughout the negotiations.
of Dien Bien Phu,
frozen,

Vet following the fall

the French military effort had largely

undertaking only those measures to consolidate

its forces.

In essence the Americans had gotten nothing

through the negotiation process, and indeed had lost
ground with the establishment of a communist enclave in
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the northern part of Vietnam.

The stance taken by the

United States on the Geneva Conference can be seen in
Dulles's statement of July 23.

Noting that the results

of the Geneva Conference were caused by the weakness of
the French military position, Dulles now directed
American attention to the future:
The important thing from now on is not to mourn
the past but to seize the future opportunity to
prevent the loss in northern Vietnam from leading to
the extension of communism throughout Southeast Asia
and the Southwest Pacific. (29)

j
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CHAPTER FIVE:
CONCLUSION

The American failure in Indochina was the result of
an inability to form a cohesive, positive policy.

The

Eisenhower administration, upon assuming office, had
inherited a bad situation in Indochina.

Indeed, the

administration realized that swift action was necessary
to reverse the deterioration of the situation.

Yet the

administration was unable to take those actions that it
considered essential for the defense of Indochina.
Between January,

1953, and the close of the Geneva

Confernce in July,

1954, the Americans contemplated

several possible actions.

But none were acceptable,

leaving the administration with the continuation of aid
as the only suitable policy for the region.
The reasons for the American failure had several
roots, ranging from domestic concerns to European policy
goals.

Essentially,

it appeared that the concern for

Asia was overridden by other policy goals.

One facet of

this was in the administration's reluctance to press
France on the issue of reforms in Indochina.

The

Americans had long desired the formation of strong,
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independent states as a means of solidifying native
support against communism and diminishing support for the
Viet Minh.

Still, the administration was unwilling to

apply pressure upon the French.

Though the adminis

tration's concern was directed at the need for continued
French military presence in Indochina, the greater
concern was related to American policy goals in Europe,
specifically the French ratification of EDC.

Fearing

that the French might pullout of Indochina completely,
refuse ratification of EDC, or in an extreme reaction,
both,

the administration chose only to encourage reform,

but did not press the issue.

The administration thereby

avoided a potentially disastrous confrontation with the
French.
A second cause of the American failure was the
inability of the Americans to define fully their role in
the conflict.

The Americans had since 1950 provided

increased financial and material aid to the French
effort.

By 1954, the Americans were providing 70 percent

of the mater ial cost of the war.

(1)

However, when the

situation took a drastic turn for the worse, especially
at Dien Bien Phu,
should respond.

the administration was unsure how it
The 1952 Presidential campaign promises

of Eisenhower to avoid the involvement of American ground
forces in combat prevented the Americans from replacing
the French as the dominant Western power.

Likewise, an

attempt to confront the communists with a "united front"
also fai led.

The British in this case refused to
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cooperate.

Like the Americans,

the British were concern

ed about having their forces tied up in a ground war in
Indochina.

But the British were also concerned about the

administration's downgrading of conventional military
force in favor of nuclear forces:

the possible use by the

Americans of nuclear force in Indochina might lead to a
response by the Soviet Union in Europe.
then,

In this instance

the administration's domestic policy had a profound

effect on its foreign policy.
budgetary concerns,

As a direct result of

the Americans were unable to fully

utilize all options in Indochina.

(2)

It seems that from the beginning the Eisenhower
administration had crippled its own ability to develop a
policy for

Indochina that would fit into an overall

global policy.

Throughout 1953-1954 the Americans were

consistently forced
j

into a series of responses to

communist actions, a problem that was inconsistent with
the desired goals of Eisenhower's policy to place the
communists on the defensive.

Still, the American depen

dence upon the French, and the fact that the Americans
themselves had chosen to move away from the use of conven
tional forces, were the primary hindrances to a workable
policy.
Other authors,
Robert Shaplen

too, have noted these problems.

(Ib~_hQ2~_B~YQ1~~lQD)

contends that the

great American failure was in not pressing strongly
enough nor early enough for complete Indochinese
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independence.

According to Shaplen,

if the Americans had

adopted a stronger position between 1948 and 1952, the
subsequent development of stronger native governments in
Indochina might have prevented the crisis of 1954.

(3)

While this analysis surely points out the major prob
lem that the Eisenhower administration faced,

it still

falls short of explaining all the problems confronted in
developing a policy for
l~Q~Il~l_Yg~I?)

Indochina.

and John Spanier

§1~~~_~QI1Q_~~I_ll)

Alonzo Hamby

(IQ~

(6~gIl~~~_EQIglg~_EQll~y

incorporate into their analyses that

during the critical period of 1953-1954--when it had
become clear that the French were militarily unable to
win the war--the administration was unable to develop a
suitable alternative to the French.

Hamby particularly

points out that:
Pledged as he was to roll back communism on the
one hand and avoid Korea-style wars on the other,
Eisenhower faced a dilemma.
The New Look defense
posture practically foreclosed the use of ground
troops . . . and the use of atomic weapons, probably
diplomatically impossible anyway, carried the
serious danger of obliterating Deinbienphu as well
as its attackers.
The British were adamantly
opposed to any widening of the Indochina crisis •
• Under the circumstances, the adminstration
could do little more than undermine its credit
ability. (4)
Spanier,

too, notes that

it was domestic politics

that had the greater role in American decisions.

The

administration had publicly stated its consideration of
Indochina as strategically vital, possibly necessitating
American intervention to save the region.

Still, the

administration did not act, Spanier explaining:
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The reason for this is sImple: because of the
nature of American domestic politics, the Eisenhower
administration was . . . unwilling to involve the
United States in another Korea.
Moreover, the
administration was already cutting the size of the
army, and apparently there were not sufficient
divisions available for fighting in Indochina. (5)
Spanier further notes that the administration was unable
to implement its own stated policy of 'massive
retaliation'

(the concept of punishing the enemy-

presumably with nuclear weapons--in response to
aggressive action) because of the risk of total war.
The American failure,

(6)

then, was not because of any

one problem, and indeed, not necessarily as a result of
those points presented here.

The Eisenhower adminis

tration itself cannot be held solely accountable for the
failures of 1954, as it was attempting to handle a
situation inherited from a previous administration.
Still, considering the high

ideals presented by the

administration as the basis of its foreign policy,

the

Eisenhower administration displayed a surprising
inability to confront the situation in an constructive
manner.

Indeed, rather than placing the communists of

the defensive as envisioned in Eisenhower's first speech
to Congress,

the administration instead became caught up

in a cycle of response to communist action.

In the end

the administration could not prevent the culmination of a
major crisis that eventually led to the formation of a
communist state at a geographical
Americans could not tolerate.
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location that the

The experience of

Indochina proved to be a poor beginning for

the adminis

tration's foreign policy and quickly displayed the
weakness of the American commitment when faced with
critical decisions.
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